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Win-Forensics  Ltd.  
Win Business Park  

Win Street 
EX5 PL3 

17th February , 2011 
Dr.Q.Zhou 
Example University IT Department 
Example University 
Kingdom of Example Land 
 
RE: Expert witness report  
Case reference#: 200619 
 
Dear Dr.Q.Zhou, 
Enclosed within is the second part of the expert witness report that you requested to be done on the 
7th December 2011. 
 
The specified purpose of the report is to investigate the breaking of the illegal rhino photographic 
laws on a university computer in room JAG18 at the Example University. The report covers the 
analysis of the recovered evidence from the crime scene and analysis of network logs from the 
example university network administrator.  
 
The report follows the ACPO good practises and will be sufficient when used in court.  
 
Kind Regards 
 
Duncan Winfrey 
Investigator 
Win-Forensics 
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0.Abstract  

The second part of the forensics investigation report will consist of the methods and practices used 

to analysis the evidence to make sure all possible illegal images are recovered and the methods used 

can be replicated by third parties to remove any possibility of doubt of the integrity of the 

investigation.  

When investigation the evidence I will be using multiple tools to make sure no byte is overlooked. I 

have made use of Industry standard tools such as Wireshark for network log analysis,foremost  and 

FTK for carving data from the USB image.  

The acquired USB Image that was suspected of containing Rhino images did indeed contain Rhino 

image inside it.  I used foremost and FTK to carve images,word documents and text from the image 

file.  

The recovered text documents that explained why the hard drive was not in the PC as the suspects 

diary said to have destroyed the hard drive and thrown in into the Mississippi river. I then used  

steganography detection tools on all the carved images to see if any more images were inside. Two 

images were detected to contain hidden images. So I then used stegbreak on the images to break 

the password and reveal two more images.   

The total number of Rhino images from the USB image was 6. 

The 3 Network logs were analysed next using Wireshark. The logs contained more pictures that were 

sent over FTP and a password protected zip file that once broken contained another image. 

Communications logs were also found which were two emails. I also used a specialised log analysis 

software to ensure I had not missed anything in my investigating. In total 5 images were recovered. 

This brought the total number of Illegal images recovered to 11. As two images were the same it 

meant there was a total of 10 unique images. 

A more in depth conclusion can be found at the end of the report.  
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1.Evidence Overview  

Description TN MD5 Checksum   Size Date Created 

RHINOUSB.dd  - USB 
Image file 

#1  80348c58eec4c328ef1f7709adc56a54 257MB 01/03/2012 

Rhino.log - Network log 
file 

#2 c0d0093eb1664cd7b73f3a5225ae3f30 3MB 12/12/2011 

Rhino2.log - Network 
log file 

#3 
 

 cd21eaf4acfb50f71ffff857d7968341 286KB 12/12/2011 

Rhino3.log - Network 
log file 

#4 
 

7e29f9d67346df25faaf18efcd95fc30 221KB 12/12/2011 

 

2.Tools Overview 

Tool Name Description Website 

AccessData Forensics ToolKit Data carving  http://accessdata.com/products/computer-
forensics/ftk 

Foremost Data carving http://foremost.sourceforge.net/ 

Stegdetect(xsteg,stegbreak) Steganography 
ToolKit 

http://www.outguess.org/detection.php 

Wireshark Network Packet 
analysis 

http://www.wireshark.org/ 

fls 
 

Lists files and 
directories in an 
image 

Default included in Linux distributions 

mactime Create an ASCII time 
line of file activity 

http://www.sleuthkit.org/ 

 

2.1 Forensics integrity notes 

All images that are being worked on are a third copy made from the backup copy of the original 

acquisition. The data was removed from a secure locker and copied onto the Lab computers that are 

disconnected from the internet to avoid any contamination from malicious software. 

3.Warning illegal content  

This forensics report  contains restricted illegal Rhino images. To avoid making the reader distressed 

the images are all in the appendices. As per the ACPO guidelines the recovered images are on an 

Encrypted CD the password is "1dr4th4rbeinbed!*".  

 

 

 

 

http://accessdata.com/products/computer-forensics/ftk
http://accessdata.com/products/computer-forensics/ftk
http://foremost.sourceforge.net/
http://www.outguess.org/detection.php
http://www.wireshark.org/
http://www.sleuthkit.org/
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4. Analysis of RHINOUSB.dd 

4.1 RAW hex analysis 

First I will examine the raw hex of the image to identify the file system used on the USB by looking at 

the volume boot record so that I can recover the folder structure and see what files are currently on 

the device. I will be using WinHex to look over the Hex. 

 

    Figure 1 - RHINOUSB.dd  

As you can see the RhinoUSB.dd has no MBR as it is an external drive. It contains information about 

the partition on the  USB which is FAT16 file system. The 3-10 bytes indicate the partition was 

created with the Linux tool mkdosfs. 11-12 Contained information on  bytes per sector which is 0002 

which as decimal is 0x200 in big endian and 512bytes in decimal. The 16th byte is 02 which indicates 

the number of fat tables present is 2.(Kush Wadhwa,2007) 

I then manually looked through the hex files manually for any other information.  

From offset 000270848 to 000273662 there was a shrimp recipe.   

From offset 000273662 to 000274943 contained "SORRY" repeatedly. 

From offset 000274944 to  000274944 contained a Shrimp and Sausage recipe.  

Evidently there is still information on the RHINOUSB.dd image.  
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4. 2 RHINOUSB.dd Data Carving 

Data carving uses hex header and footers to find files. I will be using three Data carving tools to 

make sure that no data is overlooked as the tools are only as good as their database of hex headers 

and footers. 

4.3 FTK 

The first tool  I will use is AccessData FTK, an industry standard in digital forensics tools.  

 

  Figure 2 - Data Carving Options in FTK  

The results of the carving were the two recipes that I found manually in WinHex.  

The files were gumbo1.txt and gumbo2.txt 

It carved 5 JPEG images, one of which was an illegal rhino image. The other pictures were alligators.  

It also carved a word document. An overview of files found is shown in the figure 3 on the next page. 
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   Figure 3 - Overview of files carved by FTK Imager  

 

 

4.4 FTK Evidence extract overview 

File type Number of files found Illegal Images 

JPEG 7 2 

TXT 2 0 

Word Doc 1 0 

 

All files were exported and saved in C:\Rhino USB\FTKExtract and can be found in the Appendices 

4.5 Foremost 

Foremost is a Linux forensics data carving CLI tool.  

The command is broken down as -t all specifies to carve all possible files in foremost config file. -i 

specifies the file to be carved. -T Outputs the carved data to the current directory.  

 

Figure 4 - Using foremost to carve RHINOUSB.dd 

4.6 Foremost Evidence extract overview 

File type Number of files found Illegal Images 

JPEG 7 2 

GIF 2 2 

Word Doc 1 0 

 

All files extracted from the carving have been placed in C:\Rhino USB\Foremost and can be found in 

the Appendix. 

Notes 

As this case is from 2004 FTK did not detect the gifs as they used a different hex header that is no 

longer used by gifs. Foremost has both gif versions in its database so it was able to carve them. 
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5. Network Logs Carving 

I will be using Wireshark to manually look through the logs. 

Wireshark 

Wireshark is a widely used tool to capture and analyze network traffic. First all TCP streams are 

examined.  I will be looking at HTTP/FTP/Email sessions to see what information can be recovered.  

5.1 rhino.log - FTP Analysis  

 To view all FTP data in the file I used the "ftp" filter in wireshark.  

 

Figure 4 - Wireshark FTP filter 

As you can see the user connects to the cook ftp server and logs in successfully with user gnome and 

password gnome123. The user then downloads rhino1.jpg.  The user then downloads rhino3.jpg. 

Then the user downloads contraband.zip.  

I then proceeded to extract the 2 images and 1 password protected zip file.  

The two images rhino1.jpeg and rhino3.jpeg were illegal rhino images and the zip file. 

The password protected zip was easy to manually break as it used a common password "monkey". 

The image that came from the contraband.zip was another illegal image, rhino2.jpeg.  
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5.2 rhino.log - HTTP Analysis  

The log contained many HTTP sessions so I will only highlight the relevant sessions.  

The first http frame of interest was frame 3665 which contained the logged in account of user 

bighonkingrhino@hotmail.com.  

The 4599 frame showed the bighonkingrhino@hotmail.com (suspected peter)  inbox which 

contained an email from Huge Lover with the subject new Rhino pics.  

 4990 frame contained the email content:  

 

Figure 5 - Email sent by john via email hugerhinolover@hotmail.com to Peter 

Frame 5331 showed an email had been sent. At first when opening up the webpage all you can see is 

this:  
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Figure 6 - Peters email sent to John 

In order to find out the content of the email sent the file must be analysed manually. To do this I 

used Notepad++.  

 

Figure 7 - Manual recovering email content with Notepad++ 

Email extracted:  
 
 
After I removed the URL encoding and I extracted the email: 
 
To: hugerhinolover@hotmail.com 
 
Dear John, 
 
I'll check the account later for the rhino stuff.  I'm tied up for the moment working on something 
in the lab. 
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What's your social security number?  I want to sign you up for a few Rhino Lovers magazine 
subscription. 
 
Love, 
 
Georgia 
 
From: "Huge Lover" <hugerhinolover@hotmail.com> 
To: bighonkingrhino@hotmail.com 
Subject: New rhino pics 
Date: Mon, 26 Apr 2004 22:23:20  0000 
 
 
I just checked a few things on the gnome account on cook.cs.uno.edu.  
 I'm about to upload some 
new rhino stuff. 
 
Check it out. 
 
--John 
 

The email conversation shows that bighonkingrhino@hotmail.com is involved in "Rhino Lovers 

magazine" communicating under the name Georgia.  

5.3 Overview of Evidence rhino.log 

File type Number of files Illegal Images 

JPEG 2 2 

ZIP 1 Unknown 

HTML 3 0 

 

5.4 rhino2.log - FTP Analysis  

No FTP session data was found in rhino2.log 

5.5 rhino2.log - HTTP Analysis 

Frame 32 contained a file listing of a server belonging to www.cs.uno.edu university which is the 

same domain as example university. The files listed can be seen below.  
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Figure 8 - Frame 32 cs.uni.edu website containing illegal images 

Rhino4.jpeg and rhino5.gif were then extracted using Wireshark using File -> Export Objects -> Html 

then selecting the images.  

5.6 Overview of Evidence rhino2.log 

File type Number of files Illegal Images 

JPEG 1 1 

GIF 1 1 

HTML 1 0 

 

5.7 rhino3.log - FTP Analysis  

No FTP session data was found in rhino2.log 

5.8 rhino3.log - HTTP Analysis 

In the third log 5 html files were found and showed Peter searching for rhino.exe on a google groups. 

The last html file frame 85 contained text.   
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Figure 9 - Google groups searching for "rhino.exe" 

Frame 274 contained Rhino.exe. The Rhino.exe was downloaded from www.cs.uno.edu. Rhino.exe 

was actually Microsoft DiskPart version 1.0 which is a windows tool used to format and edit 

partitions of hard drives. I ran rhino.exe through foremost to see if anything had been hidden inside 

it which it had not.  

5.9 Overview of Evidence rhino3.log 

File type Number of files Illegal Images 

EXE 1 0 

HTML 5 0 

 

6. Steganography Analysis  

Images or other files can be hidden in images. This is called steganography. I will check all images 

that have been extracted so far as they could be hiding more images.  
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6.1 Xsteg Analysis of RHINOUSB.dd and network logs images 

Xsteg is the tool I will use to detect if the images have hidden images, I will be using it with the 

sensitivity set to 5, if set any higher and the false positive rate will be too high. The detection engine 

can be triggered and product false positives. 

 

Figure 10 - Performing detection on 7 jpegs from the carved  RHINOUSB.dd using foremost 

 

Figure 11 - This is performing detection on the images found in the network logs. 
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6.2 Stegbreak  

Stegbreak is a CLI windows/linux tool that can be used to brute for the password for images if the 

steganography is protected with a password.  

 

Figure 12 - Using stegbreak 

-r specifies the rules config file to use in the breaking of the images password 

-f specifies the wordlist to use to break the image. 

p specifies the jpeg image to be attacked.  

I used 4 wordlists one was the default wordlist from Cain. The second was the top 500 most 

common passwords. The next was 620000 custom word list. I also created a wordlist using words 

from the gumbo txt files and recipes.  

After running all the word lists on all the images two images were successfully broken and contained 

illegal images. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Figure 13 -IMG 002 - Password "gumbo" 
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    Figure 14- IMG003 - Password "gator"   

To extract the illegal Images I used Jphswin.  

 

Figure 15 - Extracting image from Evidence 002. 

     

7. Timeline of events 

Creating a timeline of access is important as it shows what actions the suspect has done. Timelines 

based upon media access creation(MAC) times can be invalid as MAC can be manipulated by a user. 

First I will begin making a timeline of the RHINOUSB.dd image. The tools I will use are fls and 

mactime, a description of both are found in the tools overview. The following commands were used 

to make a timeline. 

 

Figure 16 - Creating a timeline with fls and mactime 

fls -r Recursively  display  directories. -m Display  files  in time machine format so that a timeline can 

be created with mactime. Then specifying  the input and output file. 

mactime -d Display timeline and index  files  in  comma  delimited  format. -b Specify  the  location of 

a body file and output file. 
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Date Size Type Mode UID GID Meta File Name 

Wed Dec 31 1969 19:00:00 2815 ..c. r/rrwxrwxrwx 0 0 4 /gumbo1.txt 

Wed Dec 31 1969 19:00:00 1293 ..c. r/rrwxrwxrwx 0 0 6 /gumbo2.txt 

Fri Apr 30 2004 00:00:00 2815 .a.. r/rrwxrwxrwx 0 0 4 /gumbo1.txt 

Fri Apr 30 2004 00:00:00 1293 .a.. r/rrwxrwxrwx 0 0 6 /gumbo2.txt 

Fri Apr 30 2004 18:11:20 2815 m..b r/rrwxrwxrwx 0 0 4 /gumbo1.txt 

Fri Apr 30 2004 18:11:24 1293 m..b r/rrwxrwxrwx 0 0 6 /gumbo2.txt 

  

The table above shows the file RHINOUSB.csv. 

As you can see the MAC has been tampered with  as no text file would have been created in 1969. 

Therefore this timeline cannot be considered accurate. 
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8. Analysis  

The aim of the investigation was to investigate whether Peter Who was in possession of Illegal rhino 

images. The report has found 10 unique illegal images in the evidence obtained.  

Peter Who hid 2 images using advanced computer skills using stegranography. The USB stick was 

mainly empty because Peter erased it(Evidence Number: 010). This means that many more images 

could have been in Peters possession that he deleted.   

The missing hard drive can be explained from Evidence Number: 010 where Peter explains he threw 

the hard drive in the Mississippi river.  It also showed that Peter was suspicious that he was soon to 

be arrested as he firstly destroyed evidence and then went to Radio Shack to anonymously change 

the password on the cook FTP server at the university.  

Another question that was answer is whether the network logs and the USB key are linked. The 
answer is yes as Evidence Number: 006 from the RHINOUSB.dd is identical to Evidence Number: 016 
found in the network logs.  
 
In the network logs Peter logs onto an ftp server with the username gnome and password 
gnome123 and proceeds to download illegal images (Evidence 0013,0014). Peter is also not working 
alone and was given access to the gnome FTP account by Jeremy as was discussed in the diary.  
 
Peter also had access to "Rhino Lovers magazine" as he was offering a subscription to John if he gave 
him his social security number.  
 
In conclusion Peter has used advanced computer skills including stereography and password 
protection to try and hide evidence from investigators. 10 Unique illegal Rhino images were 
recovered which is more than 9 needed for a conviction under the law. 
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Appendix - Full files are included on attached DVD 

Appendix A- RHNIOUSB.dd Evidence - Images 

 

MD5: ee67d8bef72f9b63fa93dc9ea1bb833a 
Filename: 00104057.jpg 
Evidence Number: 001 
Extraction tool: Foremost 

 

MD5: 4d37a1033450b8cc96ffd1564829d321 
Filename: 00104249.jpg 
Evidence Number: 002 
Extraction tool: Foremost 

 

MD5:6bd0e9bd4fb4a738f9ca4c351a853281 
Filename: 00105065.jpg 
Evidence Number: 003 
Extraction tool: Foremost 
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MD5: f1bbcd31cd33badc65ca3d1d781f57fa 
Filename: 00105873.jpg 
Evidence Number: 004 
Extraction tool: Foremost 

 

MD5: ca03f2eed3db06a82a8a31b3a3defa24 
Filename: 00106393.jpg 
Evidence Number: 005 
Extraction tool: Foremost 

 

MD5:ed870202082ea4fd8f5488533a561b35 
Filename: 00106409.jpg 
Evidence Number: 006 
Extraction tool: Foremost 
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MD5:f1bbcd31cd33badc65ca3d1d781f57fa 
Filename: 00335081.jpg 
Evidence Number: 007 
Extraction tool: Foremost 

 

MD5:76610b7bdb85e5f65e96df3f7e417a74 
Filename: 00106865.gif 
Evidence Number: 008 
Extraction tool: Foremost 

 

MD5: d03dc23d4ec39e4d16da3c46d2932d62 
Filename: 00106889.gif 
Evidence Number: 009 
Extraction tool: Foremost 

 

Appendix B - RHNIOUSB.dd Evidence - Documents 

 

Relevant Extracts:  
" In a way I don't even want to write here cos 
she might come and read it then not write 
herself but at the same time I've been thinking in 
diary entry since about 10:30pm when the 
distractions stopped. " 
" Do you have to be a gold member to put in 
background pics?? " 
 
" Rhino pictures illegal?   Makes me sick.  I “hid” 
the photos…hehehehe.  Apparently, if there are 
less than 10 photos, it’s no big deal.   
" 

MD5: 52f7eff41a818d68903a1ca0a4ab4657 
Filename:00335017.doc 
Evidence Number: 010 
Extraction tool: Foremost 
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" OK.  Things are getting a little weird.  I zapped 
the hard drive and then threw it into the 
Mississippi River.  I’m gonna reformat my USB 
key after this entry, but try not to destroy the 
good stuff.  I need to change the password on 
the gnome account that Jeremy gave me.  I can 
probably just do that at Radio Shack." 

Text file contained SHRIMP AND TASSO GUMBO 
recipe used to make custom word list. 

MD5: d3fc014d86a03730b707ad4205dbc63e 
Filename:gumbo1.txt  
Evidence Number: 011 
Extraction tool: FTK 
 

Text file contained SHRIMP AND ANDOUILLE 
SAUSAGE GUMBO recipe used to make custom 
word list. 

MD5: 24695a1699fa85ea5553b49d62fd46c2 
gumbo2.txt  
Evidence Number: 012 
Extraction tool: FTK 
 

 

Appendix C  - rhino.log extracts 

 

MD5: d5a83cde0131c3a034e5a0d3bd94b3c9 
Filename:rhino1.jpg 
Evidence Number: 013 
Frame: 1548 
Date:26/04/2004 Time:23:21:49 
Extraction tool: Wireshark 
 

Password protected zip archive with password 
"monkey" 

MD5: 2eef3f61f6cf90b2fbb724c9bfaec88e 
Filename: contraband.zip 
Evidence Number: 014 
Frame: 5649 
Date:26/04/2004 Time: 23:26:46 
Extraction tool: Wireshark 
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MD5:b058218ea0060092d4e01ef3d7a3b815 
Filename: rhino3.jpg 
Evidence Number: 015 
Frame: 1765 
Date:26/04/2004 Time: 23:22:16 
Extraction tool: Wireshark 
 

 

MD5:ed870202082ea4fd8f5488533a561b35 
Filename: rhino2.jpg 
Evidence Number: 016 
Extraction tool: Password guess + 7zip to extract 
image from contraband.zip 
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Appendix D - rhino2.log extracts  

 

MD5: 
aa64102afff71b93ed61fb100af8d52a 
Filename:rhino4.jpg 
Evidence Number: 017 
Frame: 49 
Date:28/04/2004 Time: 22:08:38 
Extraction tool: Wireshark 
 

 

MD5: 
1e90b7f70b2ecb605898524a88269029 
Filename: rhino5.gif 
Evidence Number: 018 
Frame: 217 
Date: 28/04/2004 Time: 22:08:44 
Extraction tool: Wireshark 
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Appendix E - rhino3.log extracts 

 

MD5: d62d9989535c4c8db14e50b58c9f25a0 
Filename: rhino.exe 
Evidence Number: 019 
Frame: 110 
Date: 28/04/2004 Time: 22:16:23 
Extraction tool: Wireshark 
 

 

Appendix F - Stegography extracts  

 

MD5: 
87018ef0cfdb91e818d92efeb9c1933
8 
Filename: 
IMG002_extracted_gumbo.jpeg 
Evidence Number: 020 
Extraction tool: Jphswin + password 
"gumbo" 
 

 

MD5: 
63a39823f80b321c2dcd112158b550
11 
Filename: 
IMG003_extracted_gator.jpeg 
Evidence Number: 021 
Extraction tool: Jphswin + password 
"gumbo" 
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Appendix H - Glossary 

CLI  
CLI is an acronym for client line interface which is software that has no graphical user interface and 
must be run with commands in the command line. 
 
Data carving 
This uses a database of hex headers and footers to identify and then extract files from an image.  
 
Hex header  and footers 
Each file format has a specific hex prefix at the beginning of the file so the file format can be 
identified by a computer. It also has a specific hex suffix at the end to signify the ending of the file. 
 
MD5 HASH  
An algorithm created in 1991 by Professor Ronald Rivest that  
is used to create digital fingerprints of storage media, such as a  
computer hard drive. When this algorithm is applied to a hard  
drive, it creates a unique value. Changing the data on the disk in  
any way will change the MD5 value. 
 
SLACK SPACE 
The area of disk between the end of live data, and the end of its  
allocated area on disk. A common form of Slack Space is found  
between the end of a live file and the end of its allocated disk  
cluster; this is more specifically referred to as ‘File Slack’  
or ‘Cluster Slack 
 
Stegranography 
This is hiding of data inside images that can be password protected and use a variety of encryption.  
 
ZIP  
A popular data compression format. Files that have been  
compressed with the ZIP format are called ZIP files and usually  
end with a .ZIP extension. 
 
 


